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The Challenge: Cambridgeshire CC scope 3 emissions by 50.4% by 2030
Problem

Project Objectives

No transparent, uniform and robust
mechanism to measure emissions across
the range of goods/services delivered

To provide a mechanism to enable
Scope 3 emissions to be measured

No mechanism to leverage carbon
reductions from procurements

To develop with suppliers a
standardised mechanism to
demonstrate carbon reductions

No mechanism to enable suppliers to
clearly see the Council's expectations on
the environment and demonstrate their
contributions

To establish working relationship with
suppliers aimed at reducing emissions
and enable suppliers to demonstrate
their contributions

No mechanism to enable staff to make
procurement decisions based on
environmental or carbon considerations

To provide a mechanism for staff to
make decisions based on
environmental considerations e.g. air
quality impact
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Solution

Carbon Calculator

Code of practice

Our Solution

•
•
•

Carbon Calculator

Code of practice

Quantitative

Qualitative

For completion during the procurement process, allowing
data collection and providing a mechanism to compare
For longer term contracts, to provide a consistent baseline
to which KPI reductions can be contractually set
Develop with suppliers and contract managers for two types
of supply chain:

•

To set out the Council’s environmental ambitions

•

To provide a qualitative assessment tool to enable suppliers
to demonstrate action beyond carbon reduction

•

Develop internally with senior management and Members
to understand what our key environmental ambitions are

Construction/Highways
Waste Management
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The Waste GHG calculator
▪ Co-designed with the council and its suppliers

▪ Modular structure
▪ Tailored to Cambridgeshire County Council’s waste management operations
▪ Each module corresponds to a specific waste treatment
▪ Easy to add new modules
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The Waste GHG Calculator
▪ Structure of the tool
▪
▪
▪
▪

Guidance
Summary page
Calculation sheets
Background data sheets (blue labels)

Taking a closer look
e.g. Waste transportation GHG emissions estimation
▪ Description of the module
▪
▪

Text
Highlighted module on the system boundary diagram

▪ Data input section
▪
▪

User to fill in orange shaded cells
Flexible depending on availability of data, e.g. fuel type
and amount vs type of vehicle and distance

▪ Calculation method
▪
▪

Specified within the tool for maximum transparency
Follows IPCC Waste treatment and GHG Protocol
guidelines

▪ Data sources
▪
▪
▪

Primarily supplier data
Emission factors from BEIS/other trustable and regularly
updated datasets
Proxies/averages based on national averages
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Calculator results
2 types of results
▪ GHG emission from each waste treatment

▪ Overall results
▪

Total per year – scope 3 emission reporting

▪

Contribution analysis – guide measures for emission reduction

o “Outside of scopes” GHG emissions are carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
from burning biomass and biofuels. As per current accounting rules their
impact is considered net zero, but they need to be documented.
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The Impact
Kicked off the
conversation

Gave something
tangible to coalesce
talks internally

Opened our
Eyes

To suppliers’
challenges for
delivering carbon
reductions.

Supported
conversations with
our suppliers

Capacity challenges
for smaller suppliers

Triggered sharing of
ideas and knowledge
with other LAs

Challenges of
leveraging change
through tenders with
limited supplier pool

Support those
without carbon
expertise
Reduces the need

to understand
carbon

Introduces language
of carbon accounting
in a structured way
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Highlights the
scale of the
challenge

e.g. how long
emissions from
landfill will continue
into the future
Where we can make
decisions now for
best future
Benefits of specific
data - gives
opportunity for
identifying best
practice
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Lessons Learnt: Project
Ask the right questions & Keep It simple
• There’s no point if the tool it too complicated for anyone to use!
Everyone* has Carbon on their mind
• All parties wanted to progress to net zero
• The ambition is there but further resources to create and maintain the collaborative space is needed

Don’t reinvent the wheel
• Understand what already exists
• Share learning to ensure a co-beneficial process
• Some suppliers are ahead of us – we can learn from them
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Lessons Learnt: Partnerships
Know what you want to achieve and be
clear about it

It always take longer than you think

• Clear definition of scope and outcomes to ensure
adequate planning and progression
• Diverging from the original outputs may happen but
it is essential to stay mindful of the original
outcomes

• Third Parties were essentially volunteering their time the timelines of the NZIP project does not apply to
them

“But, what’s in it for me?”

Speak to each other
• Collaborative working possible and profitable if you
define roles and expectations.
• Regular communication, both formal and informal,
is essential

• Involving all key stakeholders in the project at the
earliest stage to encourage buy-in is key.
• When engaging, start with the bigger picture - helps
them to find hooks to link to their own work
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Next Steps
•
•

•

Follow up project – NZIP Accelerator
Working with other LAs to further develop the tools to:
• Make more applicable to a wider range of authorities – i.e. Not so Cambridgeshire specific
• Introducing other waste treatment modules to encompass processes not yet incorporated
Hope to make the tools available via the LGA for use - towards the end of the year
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